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Hamas says it can't comply with ceasefire deal due to criteria for hostage release
The revelation raises fears that more hostages may be dead than are publicly known.
The framework that has been laid out »
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Kevin Costner makes 1st comments about his 'Yellowstone' fate
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Delta Air Lines will soon update the way it boards passengers
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12-year-old Theo suffers from long COVID: 'It never leaves'
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Car insurance costs rising at fastest rate in 47 years. Here's why.
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Toyota's 1st new 4Runner in 15 years comes with a hybrid option
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 Masters: How to watch the tournament live, tee times, TV channels, full schedule and more
The PGA Tour Masters Tournament tees off this Thursday. Here's how to tune in.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Associated Press
Ancient sea turtle housed at Boston aquarium for more than 50 years passes another physical
Veterinarians performed Myrtle's checkup after the 500-pound reptile was hoisted from the aquarium's Giant Ocean Tank in an enormous crate on a chain.  Watching the humungous turtle elevated from the tank in a way that resembled the way a piano is lifted outside a building provided some of the aquarium patrons with an unexpected thrill.  Myrtle is thought to be up to 95 years old, which would place her just beyond the upper boundaries of the species' longevity.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo News
New Boeing whistleblower raises safety concerns about 787 Dreamliner. Here's a timeline of the company's latest problems.
The Federal Aviation Administration is investigating claims made by a Boeing engineer about the company’s 787 and 777 jets.
6 min read


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 Masters tee times: Scottie Scheffler, Rory McIlroy lead marquee pairing; Tiger Woods set for Thursday afternoon
Tee times are out for the opening days of the Masters, and big names abound.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Life
EPA sets the first limit on toxic ‘forever chemicals’ in drinking water. Here’s what you need to know.
"Forever chemicals," or PFAS, are linked to higher rates of diseases, including cancer, but the Biden administration hopes to change that with a new drinking water standard.
3 min read
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US·Yahoo News
Arizona’s Supreme Court ruled that a 160-year-old abortion ban can be enforced. Here's what the ruling means.
The Arizona Supreme Court has upheld a Civil War-era law banning abortions with one exception. Here's what that means for women in the state.
4 min read
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News·The Yodel
EPA limits ‘forever chemicals’ in tap water, Arizona enforces strict abortion ban and Alyssa Naeher’s penalty saves lift USWNT
The stories you need to start your day: EPA’s new “forever chemicals” rule, Arizona’s abortion ban and more in today’s edition of The Yodel newsletter
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Tiger Woods still believes he has advantage at Masters despite broken-down body
By his own admission, Woods hurts every day and even walking a round at Augusta takes it out of him. But experience at the course gives him a leg up on the competition as well.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Parade
Kate Middleton Breaks Royal Tradition With Sweet Gesture Amid Cancer Battle
The Princess of Wales appears to be following the King's lead in making history with royal firsts.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
Yes, Amazon sells greenhouses — and they cost as little as $39
From permanent structures to portable options, there's a plant-nurturing solution for everyone.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
These are the best invisible hearing aids of 2024, according to experts
They're tiny but mighty — and come in a range of types.
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 9 best natural deodorants of 2024, according to dermatologist
From Saltair to Lume to Megababe and Kopari, we tested and rated the best natural deodorant sticks, wipes, creams and roll-ons with the help of a panel of experts
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
25 of the best self-care gifts to treat yourself to this year
Treat yourself to these standout picks from UGG, Cozy Earth, Stanley and more.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 11 best electric toothbrushes for 2024, tested by the Yahoo team
It's the all-star team of oral care, as chosen by dental-health professionals and our own shopping experts.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The best self tanner of 2024 — yes, you can totally fake a sun-kissed glow
With these tested and reviewed foams, creams and sprays, it's easier than ever to get a natural-looking tan — without the harmful skin-damaging rays
6 min read
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Target Circle Week 2024: Shop the best deals during the big sale event
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 11 best food storage containers of 2024: Tried and tested
Rubbermaid, Pyrex and Ziploc top our list — prep for success with high-performing glass, plastic and stainless steel storage for leftovers, meal prep and more.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The best non-alcoholic wines for 2024 that don't taste like grape juice
If you don't drink or you're simply sober curious, they can be a surprisingly good substitute for the real thing.
14 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Benzinga
Planet Fitness Has Been 'Pretty Much Destroyed,' Says Company Founder Amid Speculation On Boycott Cancellations
Planet Fitness Inc. (NYSE:PLNT) Founder and CEO Mike Grondahl detailed a history of rampant abuse at the company and alleged it misrepresented its financials during a recent interview with controversial right-wing X user Libs of TikTok. This comes after weeks of calls for boycotts of the brand after the company canceled the membership of a Planet Fitness gym goer after speaking out about a biological male in the women's locker room. Planet Fitness's policy allows gym members to use the locker ro
5 min read


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·Salon
“Incomprehensible”: Experts say Trump’s $175 million bond makes no sense
A former top financial regulator in New York told The Daily Beast that Trump's bond only raises more questions
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Fox News
Patrick Swayze's widow Lisa Niemi Swayze says star knew he was 'a dead man' upon hearing cancer diagnosis
Patrick Swayze's widow, Lisa Niemi Swayze, opened up about how the two of them reacted to his pancreatic cancer diagnosis, adding the actor knew it wasn't going to end well for him.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·TechCrunch
Hackers stole 340,000 Social Security numbers from government consulting firm
U.S. consulting firm Greylock McKinnon Associates disclosed a data breach in which hackers stole as many as 341,650 Social Security numbers.  The data breach was disclosed on Friday on Maine’s government website, where the state posts data breach notifications.  In its data breach notice sent by mail to affected victims, GMA said it was hit by an unspecified cyberattack in May 2023 and “promptly took steps to mitigate the incident.”
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Parade
I Tried Adam Sandler's Famous 'World's Greatest Sandwich' and It's My New Favorite Lunch
And it might become yours, too.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
A day after Kentucky resignation, John Calipari is announced as Arkansas' new coach
Calipari resigned at Kentucky on Tuesday.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·Yahoo Finance
Here’s who will pay for Biden’s student loan cancellations
Cancelling student debt is a windfall for the borrowers who benefit, but  taxpayers foot the bill.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 NBA Mock Draft 6.0: Projections for every pick following March Madness
With the NCAA tournament behind us, here's an updated look at Yahoo Sports' first- and second-round projections for the 2024 NBA Draft.
15 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
UConn's win over Purdue averages just under 4 million fewer viewers than South Carolina's victory over Iowa
Viewership for Monday night's game was up slightly from UConn's victory a year ago.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Indiana State cult hero Robbie Avila enters transfer portal
Avila averaged over 17 points per game as a sophomore.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·HawgBeat
Breaking down John Calipari's contract with Arkansas
John Calipari has signed his contract to become the 14th head men's basketball coach for the Arkansas Razorbacks.  Per Arkansas Athletics, Calipari has signed a five-year contract to lead the Razorbacks with a salary beginning at $7 million per season.  The contract runs through April 30, 2029 with a maximum of two automatic rollover years for NCAA Tournament appearances that would extend the contract to 2031.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Bucks star Giannis Antetokounmpo leaves win over Celtics early due to awkward, non-contact leg injury
Giannis Antetokounmpo was quickly ruled out of the game Tuesday due to a left calf strain.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
New Tennessee women's basketball coach Kim Caldwell embraces high expectations
Kim Caldwell is embracing the high expectation as the new women's basketball coach at Tennessee. Her contract would make her the highest-paid coach in the sport if she were to win a national championship.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Inflation comes in hotter than expected in March
March's CPI report is one of the most important data points the Federal Reserve will consider in its next interest rate decision.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·The Maize And Blue Review
Former Michigan Forward Youssef Khayat announces transfer destination
A former Michigan Wolverine has found a new home in the transfer portal. Youssef Khayat has announced his new team.
1 min read
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Sports·HawgBeat
Demarcus Cousins talks Calipari: 'Arkansas will now be the hotspot'
Former Kentucky basketball player Demarcus Cousins talks about Arkansas' hiring of John Calipari.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Masters: Brooks Koepka is competing with golf's legends, not its current stars
Koepka has left no doubt about his mindset: His goal is to catch and pass the game's best ever.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Nationals' Josiah Gray becomes MLB's latest pitcher to suffer a major arm injury
Washington Nationals pitcher Josiah Gray is the latest to suffer an injury to his elbow. He was placed on the injured list due to a flexor tendon strain in his right forearm.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Devils Illustrated
Mark Mitchell transferring out of Duke
The Mark Mitchell double-digit tracking ends here — and will be continued somewhere other than Duke.  Mitchell entered the portal on Tuesday afternoon, leaving the Blue Devils after two seasons in which he started 67 of Duke’s 72 games.  The 6-9, 232-pounder was both integral to Duke’s success in Jon Scheyer’s first two seasons as coach and played through some inconsistencies.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Fantasy Baseball Trade Analyzer: Players to sell high, buy low — and one to go all-in on
April is the perfect time of the season to buy low, sell low, buy high and sell high on key players — but you need to know who fits in what department. Fred Zinkie helps fantasy baseball managers with an initial batch.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 NFL Draft: Top 10 offensive line prospects anchored by stars from Penn State, Notre Dame
It's close between the top two for Yahoo Sports' Nate Tice, and there are a ton of other guys worth getting excited about in a deep class.
8 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Jaguars edge rusher Josh Allen gets massive extension after getting the franchise tag
The Jaguars are keeping one of their best young players.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Inside Nebraska
Analyzing QB play, standout players from Nebraska's second open practice
Rapid-fire analysis on QB play and standout players from Tuesday's practice, plus a recap of Evan Cooper at the podium.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Yahoo Entertainment
The It List: 'Civil War' depicts a dystopian America, 'Bluey' fans await 'The Sign,' Vampire Weekend release first album in 5 years
Tensions run high in the radically divided America seen in "Civil War."
5 min read
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Sports·Inside ND Sports
Notre Dame QB Riley Leonard on the mend, upbeat and eyeing a pivotal summer
Duke transfer talks about what led to a second surgery on his right ankle last month and his recovery timeline.
5 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
UFC 300: How overall value is being prioritized over star power
Between the depth of the lineup and the power of the UFC brand, UFC 300 pretty much sells itself.
5 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Longtime Stanford head coach Tara VanDerveer retires after 38 seasons with the Cardinal
Tara VanDerveer racked up an NCAA record 1,216 wins throughout her 45 seasons coaching in college basketball.
3 min read
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Style·Yahoo Canada Style
This Anthropologie dress is the perfect spring dress — shoppers call it 'best dress ever'
This "very flattering" maxi dress is one of Anthropologie's bestsellers.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 NFL Draft: Top 10 RBs features a group of solid if unspectacular options
There's no standout first-round running back this class, but plenty of good Day 2 options, and a big name or two to boot.
4 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 NFL Draft: Top 10 WRs showcase deep class led by Marvin Harrison Jr.
The former Ohio State star is easily No. 1 for Yahoo Sports' Nate Tice, but that doesn't mean teams won't be happy with a bunch of these guys come draft day.
7 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NBA Daily Playoff Picture: The one where the West is coming into clearer view
The latest updates on the postseason landscape, including magic numbers, relevant tiebreakers and the stakes for Wednesday's slate of games.
5 min read
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Sports·Inside ND Sports
Drayk Bowen prioritizes nailing down Notre Dame starting linebacker role
Entering his sophomore season, Bowen has a realistic chance to become Notre Dame’s starting middle linebacker.  “And I don't want to tell him that,” Bullough said Tuesday after Notre Dame’s ninth spring practice.
6 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 NFL Draft: Top 10 QBs headlined by Drake Maye, Caleb Williams
The top QB prospect for Yahoo Sports' Nate Tice is different from the consensus. What other signal-callers should fans keep an eye on this draft?
6 min read
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Business·Yahoo Finance
How a 'Year of Global Rate Cuts' could push the S&P 500 to 5,750: Morning Brief
According to Jay Hatfield, founder and CEO of Infrastructure Capital Advisors, even the most bullish Wall Street strategist is too conservative.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Kentucky freshman Rob Dillingham declares for the 2024 NBA Draft
Kentucky freshman guard Rob Dillingham will enter the NBA Draft and give up his remaining eligibility. The 19-year-old is expected to be a top 10 pick in June.
2 min read
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Celebrity·Closer Weekly
Hoda Kotb Is Temporarily Replaced by Sheinelle Jones on ‘Today’ After Shocking Announcement
On Wednesday, April 10, Hoda Kotb was noticeably absent from the first two hours of Today. Fans were a little confused as to why she was missing after recently returning from spring break. Instead of being greeted by Savannah Guthrie and Hoda, 59, at the top of the show, viewers were greeted by Savannah, 52,...
2 min read
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Celebrity·In Touch Weekly
Ben Affleck and Jennifer Garner’s Teen Child Seraphina Reveals New Name Fin at Grandfather’s Funeral
Seraphina Affleck is now going by the name Fin Affleck. The teenager, whose parents are Ben Affleck and Jennifer Garner, confirmed their new moniker at Jennifer’s dad’s memorial service on March 30. While speaking at the service, which was streamed live on the Charleston, West Virginia, Christ Church United Methodist Facebook page, the middle child...
2 min read
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US·Associated Press
Father sentenced in Germany for attempted murder for injecting mercury into his daughter's foot
A court in Germany on Wednesday sentenced a 30-year-old man to 13 years in prison for attempted murder for injecting mercury into his 1-year-old daughter’s foot.  The man's girlfriend was sentenced to 12 years in prison for taking part in the crime.  The German news agency dpa reported that the man, from the small town of Springe near the city of Hannover, wanted to take revenge on the child’s mother, who had left him shortly after the girl’s birth.
1 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Trump Spokesperson Hilariously Self-Owns While Trying To Insult Joe Biden
Karoline Leavitt had a "damn-en-ing" moment on live TV.
1 min read
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US·Salon
"Nowhere to go": Experts say Judge Cannon reversed herself because Smith had her "dead to rights"
Trump appointee backed down to "avoid an appeal that could result in her removal," argues Andrew Weissmann
4 min read
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US·Associated Press
A mother releases video of her autistic son being hit by an aide on a school bus to raise awareness
In January, Jessica Vestal’s 10-year-old autistic son, who cannot speak, came home from school in suburban Denver with bruises all over his body.  It wasn't until Vestal asked to review the bus surveillance video last month, which she made public Tuesday, that she learned the bus aide was abusing her son.  The aide, Kiarra Jones, 28, has been charged with one count of third-degree assault on an at risk person, according to court records.
2 min read
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US·Fresno Bee
A Fresno intersection is so dangerous, a YouTube channel shows its bad collisions
In one of the channel’s most watched videos, a UPS truck runs a red light and T-bones a vehicle.
7 min read
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US·NY Post
Personal trainer slammed for getting upset at gymgoer who walked in front of her while recording workout
A personal trainer who was recording her workout at a gym has been slammed for her “wild” response when another gymgoer interrupted her video.
3 min read
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US·People
‘Skeletal Remains’ of Dylan Rounds Believed to Have Been Found 2 Years After He Vanished
The 19-year-old Utah farmer last spoke to his family in May 2022
2 min read
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Entertainment·CinemaBlend
Tim Allen's New TV Show Cast Another Sitcom Vet As  Daughter, And I Can't Wait To See Them Butt Heads
Tim Allen's latest network TV return has just cast his another sitcom vet as his daughter, and this should be a fun pair to watch.
3 min read
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US·Associated Press
Florida woman is sentenced to a month in jail for selling Biden's daughter's diary
A Florida mother was sentenced Tuesday to a month in prison and three months of home confinement for stealing and selling President Joe Biden’s daughter's diary four years ago to the conservative group Project Veritas.  Aimee Harris was sentenced in Manhattan federal court by Judge Laura Taylor Swain, who called the Palm Beach, Florida, woman's actions “despicable.”  Harris pleaded guilty to a conspiracy charge in August 2022, admitting that she received $20,000 of the $40,000 that was paid by P
3 min read
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Celebrity·Fox News
Prominent Las Vegas attorney, his wife gunned down by fellow attorney who had terminal cancer: source
The prominent Las Vegas attorney who was gunned down in his own law firm alongside his wife was killed by a fellow attorney who had terminal cancer, a source tells Fox News Digital.
5 min read
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World·Associated Press
Biden says he's considering Australia's request to drop prosecution of Wikileaks founder Assange
President Joe Biden said Wednesday that he is considering a request from Australia to drop the decade-long U.S. push to prosecute Wikileaks founder Julian Assange for publishing a trove of American classified documents.  For years, Australia has called on the U.S. to drop its prosecution against Assange, an Australian citizen who has fought U.S. extradition efforts from prison in the U.K. Asked about the request on Wednesday, as he hosted Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida for an official vis
1 min read
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Celebrity·Life & Style
Seraphina Affleck Announces New Name: Ben Affleck and Jennifer Garner’s Child Is Now Fin
While speaking at Jennifer Garner’s father’s memorial service on March 30, Seraphina Affleck confirmed their new name is Fin Affleck. The middle child of Jen and ex-husband Ben Affleck introduced themself with the updated moniker while speaking at the funeral. “Hello, my name is Fin Affleck,” the 15-year-old said before reading a Bible verse at...
2 min read
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Celebrity·BuzzFeed
People Are Furious At The Level Of Disrespect JoJo Siwa Displayed In A Recent Interview, And Here's Why It's Such An Important Discussion
"Part of being young and queer and coming out and joining this community — entering into this space — is learning your history... Knowing just how much work it has taken to get us where we are today."
4 min read
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US·Associated Press
University of Washington football player arrested, charged with raping 2 women
A University of Washington football player has been arrested and charged with raping two women in Seattle and court documents say he played in two College Football Playoff games for the school after at least one of the allegations was known to the university.  Seattle police officers arrested 18-year-old Tylin “Tybo” Rogers on Friday and booked him into King County Jail, KING-TV reported.  Rogers has been suspended from all team activities until further notice, the University of Washington athle
3 min read
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Celebrity·Miami Herald
After Jay Leno made heartbreaking decision for his wife of 44 years, so did a judge
Months after Jay Leno filed for conservatorship over his wife of 44 years, a judge has made a decision.
2 min read
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World·The Telegraph
‘Hamas financier’ found riddled with bullets in Lebanon villa
A suspected financier for Hamas has been found dead at his villa in Lebanon amid growing tensions between Israel and Iran’s proxies.
3 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Joe Biden Turns Trump's Biggest Conspiracy Theory Against Him In Scathing New Video
The president put Trump on blast for trying to steal an election and then rewrite history about it.
1 min read
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Celebrity·TheBlast
Melania Trump's Ex-Aide Claims Former First Lady Is Living 'A Life In A Minefield'
Melania Trump’s ex-aide has given a scathing analysis of the former first lady's appearance at the recent MAGA fundraiser.
5 min read
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US·USA TODAY
Florida woman who stole, sold Ashley Biden diary to Project Veritas sentenced to jail
Aimee Harris admitted she stole Ashley Biden's personal diary and sold it to Project Veritas in the final weeks of the 2020 campaign.
4 min read
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US·Associated Press
More than half of foreign-born people in US live in just 4 states and half are naturalized citizens
More than half of the foreign-born population in the United States lives in just four states — California, Texas, Florida and New York — and their numbers grew older and more educated over the past dozen years, according to a new report released Tuesday by the U.S. Census Bureau.  In California, New Jersey, New York and Florida, foreign-born individuals comprised more than 20% of each state’s population.
2 min read
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Politics·ABC News
Trump again asks appeals court to delay his upcoming hush money trial
Former President Donald Trump on Wednesday asked a New York appellate court for an interim stay to his upcoming criminal hush money trial in New York -- a tactic that has already failed twice this week.  Trump's latest effort to scuttle the trial involves a petition against Judge Juan Merchan, challenging his failure to recuse himself from the case and his refusal to allow Trump to make arguments about presidential immunity.  Merchan has said presidential immunity does not apply to Trump's hush 
1 min read
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US·Associated Press
Oklahoma judge orders Kansas City Chiefs superfan 'ChiefsAholic' to pay $10.8M to bank teller
An Oklahoma judge ordered a Kansas City Chiefs superfan known as “ChiefsAholic” who admitted to a series of bank robberies to pay $10.8 million to a teller who was assaulted with a gun, though attorneys say the teller may never collect any money.  A judge in Tulsa handed down the order last week against Xaviar Michael Bubudar, 29, who was known for attending Chiefs games dressed as a wolf in the NFL team's gear.  Former bank teller Payton Garcia alleged Bubudar used a gun to assault her during a
2 min read
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Style·InStyle
Jennifer Lopez Looks Like a Golden Goddess in a Nude Lingerie Set
Hang this in the Louvre.
2 min read
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World·Bloomberg
Marcos Says He’s ‘Horrified’ by Duterte Sea Deal With China
(Bloomberg) -- Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos Jr. said he’s “horrified” to learn of an agreement between his predecessor, Rodrigo Duterte, and China that bars Manila from shipping construction materials to a military outpost in a disputed shoal in the South China Sea.Most Read from BloombergUS Slams Strikes on Russia Oil Refineries as Risk to Oil MarketsUS Inflation Refuses to Bend, Fanning Fears It Will Get StuckChinese Cement Maker Halted After 99% Crash in 15 MinutesBond Trader Places
2 min read
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1.KT Smith
2.Fin Affleck
3.Donald Trump
4.CPI Report
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Weather

Ashburn
View your LocationsRemove from favorite locations
Detect my location










Please enable location service for your browser	Enter City or Zipcode


	


TodayRain with a high of 78 °F (25.6 °C) and a 44% chance of precipitation. Winds variable at 6 to 8 mph (9.7 to 12.9 kph).78°60°

ThuThunderstorms today with a high of 71 °F (21.7 °C) and a low of 56 °F (13.3 °C). There is a 74% chance of precipitation.71°56°

FriShowers today with a high of 67 °F (19.4 °C) and a low of 49 °F (9.4 °C). There is a 52% chance of precipitation.67°49°

SatPartly cloudy today with a high of 66 °F (18.9 °C) and a low of 44 °F (6.7 °C).66°44°


See more[image: AccuWeather]
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Daily Horoscope

Change your horoscope signAquarius
Aries
Cancer
Capricorn
Gemini
Leo
Libra
Pisces
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Taurus
Virgo









April 10 -Money issues are taking over your brain right now, so see if you can move in that direction without overturning any apple carts. You might be able to jump on a sweet opportunity if you watch out. 
See more
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